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by Krzysztof DIKS (*) and Andrzej PELC (2)
Communicated by W. RYTTER

Abstract. - Processors in a multiprocessor System fail independently with constant probability
0<p<\/2. They can test one another and faulty processors have to be identified on the basis of
test results. Fault-free processors diagnose other fault-free processors correctly and find faults in
faulty ones with probability q^l in each test. Faulty testers are unreliable: they may even behave
maliciously. Tests are independent and in every time unit a processor can be involved in at most
one test. We propose testing schemes which are f ast, use few tests and are correct with probability
converging to 1 as the size of the system grows.
Résumé. - Les processeurs dans un système multiprocesseur tombent en panne de façon indépendante avec probabilité constante 0<p<l/2. Ils peuvent effectuer des tests un sur Vautre et tous les
processeurs défectueux doivent être identifiés sur la base des résultats de ces tests. Les processeurs
fonctionnels diagnostiquent correctement les autres processeurs fonctionnels et trouvent des défauts
dans les processeurs défectueux avec probabilité q>0 pendant chaque test. Les processeurs défectueux sont non fiables comme testeurs : ils peuvent même se comporter malicieusement. Les tests
sont indépendants et pendant chaque unité de temps un processeur peut être impliqué dans un seul
test. Nous proposons des schémas de tests qui sont rapides, utilisent un petit nombre de tests et
sont corrects avec probabilité convergeante vers 1 lorsque la grandeur du système croît.

INTRODUCTION

Reliability of large multiprocessor Systems has recently gained growing
attention as a resuit of their increasing rôle in Computing. An important
problem in this area, known as system-level fault diagnosis, is to identify ail
faulty processors (units) in the System. Units can test one another, the resuit
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of a test can be "faulty" or "fault-free", and a central monitor has to identify
faulty processors on the basis of all test results. Different restrictions on
faults and different interprétation of test results give rise to many models
used for diagnosis (see [8]).
Two types of assumptions about faults are usually made: either an upper
bound t on the number of faults is imposed and diagnosis in worst-case
fault configuration is sought (e. g. [13]) or processors are assumed to fail
independently with given probability [3 to 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15], Since the
number of faults in a large System may be proportional to its size and some
configurations of / faults in an «-unit system require © (nt) tests for diagnosis
(cf. [13]) it follows that the worst case scenario leads to procedure using a
quadratic number of tests. In the probabilistic setting, more efficient procedures are known to work with high probability (cf. [5, 6, 9, 10, 14]), whence
the growing popularity of probabilistic models.
Apart from the number of tests, the time of diagnosis exécution is an
important measure of its efficiency. It is reasonable to assume (cf. [2, 16])
that every processor can be involved in at most one test in a unit of time
(that is, it can test at most one other processor, or — exclusively — be tested
by at most one processor). Only the number of time units used for testing is
accounted for in exécution time, assuming that the time used by the central
monitor to process test results is negligible. The problem of minimizing
testing time using this scenario was considered in [2, 16] under the assumption
that at most t units can be faulty and that testing can be performed adaptively.
The aim of this paper is to give diagnosis schemes which work fast, use
few tests and are correct with high probability. We work in two very
gênerai probabilistic models introduced by Blough, Sullivan and Masson
(cf [4, 5, 6]). Processors fail independently with fixed probability 0<p<l/2.
This bound cannot be relaxed: no reliable diagnosis is possible for p^ 1/2. A
fault-free processor always diagnoses another fault-free processor correctly.
In the permanent fault model it also diagnoses every faulty processor correctly
(a fault is always detected), while in the intermittent fault model it detects a
fault in a faulty processor with some probability 0<q< 1. Results of different
tests are independent. Faulty testers can report arbitrary test results, they
can event act maliciously. We assume that testing is synchronous and in
every time unit a processor can be involved in at most one test. Moreover,
we assume that every processor can test every other processor (this assumption will be subsequently relaxed). Since our testing schemes are non-adaptive
(the scheduling of all tests is done in advance), they can be modelled as
labelled directed multigraphs where nodes stand for processors, arrows stand
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for tests and a label of an arrow indicates at which time unit the test should
be performed. All our négative results also refer to the class of non-adaptive
diagnosis schemes.
We say that a diagnosis scheme is almost safe if the probability that the
central monitor correctly identifies all faulty processors upon completion of
all tests converges to 1, as the size of the System grows. Our schemes are
almost safe and we prove that in many cases they are asymptotically optimal
with respect to exécution time and to the total number of tests.
For every diagnosis scheme D working for a System of n processors we
use the following notation:
T(D, w)-the time of exécution of D (the number of time units it uses),
S (Z), ri) — the number of tests used by D,
R(D, n)-ÛiQ reliability of D (the probability that D is correct).
For every real number x, [x] dénotes the largest integer ^ x and f x ] dénotes
the least integer ;>x. We write log x instead of log2x. For any set S,
dénotes the size of S. For a random event E, Ë dénotes its complement.

2. THE PERMANENT FAULT MODEL

Denoting fault-free processors by + and faulty processors by —, test
results in this model can be summarized as follows.
"fault-free"
"faulty"
arbitrary

-hor-

In [6] an almost safe diagnosis for the permanent fault model was proposed,
which used nf (ri) tests for every function ƒ : Jf -> Jf such that
lim /(n)=oo.It was also proved in [4] that no diagnosis using O {ri) tests
n -»• o o

can be almost safe. We start with a similar négative resuit concerning time
exécution.
THEOREM 1: For every constant c<(— 1/log p) and every diagnosis scheme D,
ifT(D, ri)^c log n then D is not almosî safe.
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Proof: Let D be a diagnosis scheme such that T(D, n)^c log n. Every
processor can be tested by at most c log n different processors and can test
at most c log n different processors. Call two processors independent if they
do not have common testers. Thus there exists a set S of at least [n/(c2 log2 n)]
pairwise independent processors. Fix one processor weS. Let E(w) be the
event that all testers of u are faulty. Thus Pr (E (w)) ^ p c log n. Let
E= U E(w). Since events E(w), for we S, are mutually independent, we have
ueS

Pr (E) > 1 — (1 — pc log w)[w/(c2 log2 ")] = 1 — (1 — nc log p)[n^c
hence Hm Pr (E)= 1, in view of c<(— l/log p). Clearly, if E holds, the status
of the processor which has only faulty testers cannot be guessed with probability exceeding 1—/>. Let COR(Z>, n) dénote the event that diagnosis D is
correct for a System of size n. Then

R (D, n) = Pr (COR (D, n)) - Pr (CORD (D, n)\E)Pr (E)
+ Pr (COR (D, «) | £) Pr (E) ^ 1 -/? + Pr (E).
Since Pr(Ë) converges to 0, D is not almost safe.
Thus every almost safe diagnosis scheme must work in at least logarithmic
time and use a superlinear number of tests. The main goal of this section is
to establish trade-offs between the number of tests and exécution time of
every almost safe diagnosis scheme.
We start with the description of a gênerai testing procedure. Let
A = {0, . . ., t — 1} be a set of processors and B<=A, B = {0, . . ., s — 1}, be
a set of testers. The following procedure tests all processors from A by all
testers from B in time 2 .j-h —
f 3.
Procedure Pipeline-Test{A, E)
for time*- 1 to t-l+2(s—l)
do
for all 0^7"^s- 1 in parallel do
if 2j + 1 g time ^ 2/+ f - 1 then
j tests (time —j) mod t
endif
endfor
endfor
end Pipeline-Test
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Next we describe a class of diagnosis schemes. Let t, s : Jf -> JV be
functions such that l^s(n)^t(n)^n,
for every natural n. We dénote by
GD 0, t) (GD stands for group diagnosis) the following scheme.
Partition all n processors into [n/t(n)] disjoint subsets Gu . . ., G[n/t(n)],
each containing t{ri) or /(«)+! processors. Choose a subset St of size s(n) in
every group G;. Testing proceeds for all i= 1, . . ., [n/t(n)] in parallel, using
Pipeline-Test (G£5 St). For any distinct w, v, such that ueS( and veGi9 let
result(u, v) dénote the result ("faulty" or "fault-free") of the test of v by u.
Additionally put result («, u) = "fault-free" for any w. Then the status of each
processor is decided as follows. If veGt then v is diagnosed as faulty if
| { u e St : result (w, v) = "faulty" } | > s(n)/2; otherwise ^ is diagnosed as faultfree. Clearly, the diagnosis scheme GD(s, i) uses less than s(ri)n tests and
works in time at most 3 t{n).
It should be noted that for t(n) = n our diagnosis scheme coincides with
that from [6],
LEMMA

1: Let r=l-p.

If lim ( l - e x p ( ( - (r-l +

l/(4r))s(n))/2Wft(n)=l

n -* oo

then GD (s, t) is almost safe,
Proof: Call a set Sf of testers doubtful if at most s (ri)/2 of its éléments are
fault-free. By Chernoff bound (cf [1, 11]) the probability that St is doubtful
does not exceed exp ( - e2 s («) r/2), where s= 1 — 1/(2(1 -/>)) = (2 r- l)/(2 r). If
no set Si is doubtful then GD (s, f) is correct. Hence

R{GD(s, t), „ ) ^ l - ( ^ ^ j j
^1 i exp
The next lemma gives combinations of the number of tests and exécution
time which prohibit a diagnosis scheme from being almost safe.
LEMMA

2: For any diagnosis scheme D, if S(D, n)^s(n)n,

T(D9 ri)^

and
l i m (1 - p 2 s <n>)"/<4s <»> ' <»» = 0
n —*• o o

then D is not almost safe.

Proof: Consider a scheme D satisfying the above assumptions. At least n/2
processors are tested by at most 2s(n) testers. Since 2s(n) testers can test
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at most 2s(ri)t(ri) processors in time t(ri), there are at least n/(4 s (ri) î(n))
processors which have pairwise disjoint groups of testers of size at most 2s(ri).
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 we can show that with probability
converging to 1, all testers are faulty in one of those groups. As bef ore this
implies that D is not almost safe.
The main resuit of this section shows how restricting testing time forces to
increase the number of tests in order to make almost safe diagnosis possible.
While linear time permits any superlinear number of tests (and going down
to O (ri) tests prohibits almost safe diagnosis by the result from [4]),
time O(rf) for any 0 < a < 1 forces <è(n log ri) tests. However, for a suitable
constant k, performing kn log n tests permits to go down to logarithmic
testing time and this in turn cannot be improved in view of Theorem 1.
2: Consider the permanent fault model
1. If t(ri)e®(ri) and s\Jf-^Jfis
such that lim s (ri) = oo then there exists

THEOREM

n -» oo

an almost safe diagnosis scheme D for which T(D, ri) = t(ri) and
S(D, ri) = s(ri)n,
2. If t(ri)e®(n/\og ri) then there exist two constants c1>c2>0 such that:
(i) there exists an almost safe diagnosis scheme D for which T(D, ri) = t(ri)
and S(D, ri)^c1n log logn\
(ii) no almost safe diagnosis scheme D can have T(D, ri)=t(ri) and
S(D, ri)^c2n log log n.
3. Ift(n)e®(n% 0 < a < 1, then there exist constants d1>d2>0 such that:
(i) there exists an almost safe diagnosis scheme D for which T(D, ri) = t(ri)
and S(D, ri)^din log n;
(ii) no almost safe diagnosis scheme D can have T(D, ri)=t(n) and
S(D, ri)<zd2n log n.
4. There exist constants ku k2>0 and an almost safe diagnosis scheme D
such that T(D, ri)^kx log n and S(D, ri)^k2n log n.
Proof: 1. If t(ri)^cn for some constant c>0 and lim s(ri)= co then

and consequently GD (s, f) is almost safe in view of Lemma 1.
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2. (i) If t(ri)7tcn/\og n then for any constant d and s(n)^d log log n we
have (putting x = (r - 1 + 1/(4 r))/2
lim f 1 —
n -*• oo \

= lim (1 - ( l o g «)-* dl °s «yog»/^
n -»• o o

The latter limit is 1 for d> l/(x log e). Hence it suffices to take c1>d and
for some s(n)^cl log log n GD(s, t) will be almost safe, in view of Lemma 1.
(ii) If t(n)^cn/log n then for any constant c2 and s(n)^c2 log log n we
have
l i m (1 — n 2s (n)\«/(4s <«)((»))< l j
n -* oo

m

(J _ „2c 2 log log n\log n/(4cc2 log log n)

n -• oo

=

l i m (1 - ( l o g ri)2C2

logp

)log

n/(4cC2 log l o s n)

.

n -*• oo

The latter limit is 0 for c2^~-1/(2 log/?). Hence, in view of Lemma 2 no
diagnosis scheme D with r(Z>, n)-^en/log n and >S(Z), n)^c2n log log n (for
such c2) can be almost safe.
The proofs of 3 and 4 are similar to 2.
3. THE INTERMITTE1VT FAULT MODEL

Test results in this model can be summarized as follows.
"fault-free"
"faulty" with probability 0 < ^ < 1
arbitrary
In [5] an almost safe diagnosis scheme using Ü) (n) n log n tests for any
function (û(ri)-*ao, was described and it was proved that no almost safe
diagnosis can use o(n log n) tests. Later Berman and Pelc [3] gave an almost
safe diagnosis using O (n log n) tests and proved that for some positive
constant c, no diagnosis scheme using less than en log n tests can be almost
safe. The aim of this section is to show an almost safe diagnosis scheme
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working in time O (log n) and using O(n log n) tests. In view of Theorem 1
(this négative result clearly applies to the intermittent fault model as well)
and of [3, 5], both these characteristics are asymptotically optimal for this
model.
Let k be the smallest positive integer for which x=p + {\ — q)k<l/2. Let c
be a positive constant to be determined later. The diagnosis scheme MGT(c)
{MGT stands for multiple group testing) is described as follows. Partition ail
n processors into m = [nl\ c\og «]] disjoint subsets (groups) Gu . . ., Gm, each
containing [c log n] or |~clogn+l] processors. Testing proceeds for ail
i= 1, . . ., m in parallel, by k consécutive calls of Pipeline-Test (Gt-, G(). This
way, each processor is tested k times by all other processors of its group.
For any i^m and every distinct w, veGu defïne result (u, v) to be "faultfree" if ail k tests of v by u give result "fault-free" and to be "faulty"
otherwise. Additionally put result (u, u) = "fault-free" for any M. Then the
status of each processor is described as follows. If veGt then v is diagnosed
as faulty if
| { u e Gt : result (M, V) = "faulty"} | >
otherwise v is diagnosed as fault-free. Clearly MGT(c) uses less
than k\c log n~\n tests and works in time at most 3k[c log n~[
3: Consider the intermittent fault model.
There exists an almost safe diagnosis scheme working in time O (log ri) and
using O (n log ri) tests.
THEOREM

Proof: It suffices to show that for some positive constant c>0, the diagnosis
scheme MGT{c) is almost safe. Dénote r= 1 —p.
Defïne two random events: El is the event that in every group Gu i^m,
more than JGj/2 processors are fault-free and E\ if the event that for
every i^m and every faulty processor veGt,
| { u e Gt : result (M, V) = "faulty"} | > -J—^.
Clearly, if lim Pr ( £ ; ) = ! and lim Pr(£5)=l then MGT{c) is almost safe.
n

-»• o o

n -»• o o

By Chernoff bound, the probability that in a fïxed group G( at most | Gt |/2
processors are fault-free is at most exp (( — e2 | Gt | r)/2), where e = 1 — 1 /(2 r) > 0
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because r > 1/2. Thus

which converges to 1 for c>8r/((2r- l) 2 log e).
Next, consider a faulty processor z>eG> For any other processor ueGt the
probability that either u is faulty or is fault-free but v passed all k tests
performed by w, is at most x=p + (l — q)k<\/2. Thus with probability
l - x > l / 2 , result{u, v)= "faulty". By Chernoff bound, the probability that
{{ueGr-resultiu, v) = "faulty" } | ^

^

is at most exp((-A, 2 |G £ |(1-x))/2), where X= 1 - 1/(2(1 - J C ) ) > 0 because
1 - J C > 1 / 2 . Thus

which converges to 1 for o 8(1 -x)/((l -2x) 2 log
ït follows that for
/ 8(1-/?)
o maxi —

8(1—JC)
v

J

the diagnosis scheme MGT(c) is almost safe.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We presented fast diagnosis schemes using few tests and correctly locating
all faulty processors with probability converging t o l , as the number of
processors grows. In the permanent fault model we showed trade-offs between
time and the total number of tests for almost safe diagnosis schemes. For
example, while for linear time, ns(n) tests, for any function s(ri)-~> oo, are
sufficient, time 0(wa), 0 < a < l , requires &(n log n) tests. In the intermittent
fault model, we showed an almost safe diagnosis scheme working in
time O (log n) and using O (n log n) tests. None of these asymptotic bounds
can be improved.
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Although we assumed that every processor can test every other processor
(which requires full interconnection of the System) this hypothesis can in fact
be relaxed. All our schemes use at most O (n log n) tests and consequently,
only this many links in the system are required.
When proving our négative results we argued that sorrie combinations of
time and number of tests prohibit almost safe diagnosis by showing that no
diagnosis satisfying these constraints can exceed some constant probability
of correctness, for large n. Using slightly more complicated arguments these
results can be sharpened: it can often be proved that the probability of
correctness of every diagnosis satisfying given time and number of tests
constraints must converge to 0, as the number of processors grows.
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